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Abstract 
This paper presents a computaional method of cal- 
culating the measure of salience in understand- 
ing metaphors. We mainly treat metaphors in the 
form of “A is (like) B ,” in which “A” is called tar- 
get concept, and “B” is called source concept. In 
understanding a metaphor, some properties of the 
source concept are transferred to the target con- 
cept. In the transfer process, we first have to select 
the properties of the source concept that can be 
more preferably transferred to the target concept. 
The measure of salience represents how typical or 
prominent the property is and is used to measure 
the transferability of the property. By introducing 
the measure of salience, we have to consider only 
the high salient properties after the selection. The 
measure of salience was calculated from Smith & 
Medin’s probabilistic concept[l2, 131 according to 
Tversky’s two factors[l4]. One is intensity which 
refers to signal-to-noise ratio; this is calculated 
from the entropy of properties. The other is di- 
agnostic factor which refers to the classificatory 
significance of properties; this is calculated from 
the distribution of the property’s intensity among 
similar concepts. Finally we briefly outline the 
whole process of understanding metaphors using 
the measure of salience. 

Introduction 
Natural language is a rich source of metaphors, and 
metaphors have strong relationship with the concep- 
tual structure that has been acquired through our ev- 
eryday life[7]. For this reason, we should consider 
metaphors to develop a better natural language un- 
derstanding system. 

In this paper, we mainly treat metaphors in the form 
of “A is (like) B,” in which “A” is called target concept, 
and “B” is called source concept. We consider the un- 
derstanding metaphor as a transfer process of proper- 
ties from the source concept to the target concept. For 
example, in the case of “A man is a wolf,” some prop- 
erties of “wolf” - “being vicious, dangerous, fierce, 
etc.” are transferred to “man.” As a consequence of 
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the transfer, “man’s” properties “being vicious, dan- 
gerous, fierce, etc.” are highlighted. 

This transfer process consists of the following three 
steps. First, we have to select properties of the source 
concept tl1a.t can be transferred to the target concept. 
We call this step selection step. Secondly, we have to 
find the properties of the target concepts which corre- 
spond to the properties selected in the selection step. 
We call this step mapping step. Finally, we have to 
highlight or downplay the properties of the target con- 
cept according to the corresponding properties of the 
source concept. We call this step variance step. These 
steps are very similar to that of analogical reasoning[4]. 
In this paper, we focus on the selection step and show 
how this step is achieved. 

In the selection step, we have to select the proper- 
ties of the source concept that can be more preferably 
transferred to the target concept. We introduce the 
measure ofsalience that measures the transferability of 
the property. Generally, the measure of salience repre- 
sents how typical or prominent the property is. By in- 
troducing the measure of salience, we have to consider 
only the high salient properties after the selection step. 
There are many properties that play little importance 
during the whole process of understanding metaphors. 
With respect to the above example, “wolf’s” proper- 
ties “being vicious,” “being fierce,” “being dangerous” 
are high salient properties and are more likely to be 
transferred to “man.” On the other hand, “having two 
eyes, ” “having four legs,” etc. are low salient proper- 
ties and cut off at the selection step. 

Many researchers have used salience in the process of 
understanding metaphors[lO, 9, 151, but they have not 
described precisely how salience is calculated. It is nec- 
essary to show the foundation which salience was based 
on and the method of calculating salience based on the 
foundation. In this paper, we propose a method to cal- 
culate the measure of salience from Smith & Medin’s 
probabilistic concept[l2, 133 which has a grounding in 
probability theory. According to Tversky[l4], we cal- 
culate the measure of salience in terms of two factors. 
One is intensity which refers to the signal-to-noise ra- 
tio; this is calculated from the entropy of properties. 
The other is diagnostic factor which refers to the clas- 
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sificatory significance of properties; this is calculated 
from the distribution of the property’s intensity among 
similar concepts. Finally we briefly outline the whole 
process of understanding metaphors using the measure 
of salience. 

Probabilistic concept and the Measure 
of Salience 

In this section, we describe our method of calculat- 
ing the measure of salience. First, we briefly re- 
view probabilistic concept that Smith & Medin have 
proposed[l2, 131. 0 ur measure of salience is calculated 
based on the probabilistic concept. 

Probabilistic Concept 

Probabilistic concept is composed of a set of proper- 
ties, each of which has an attribute with a set of pos- 
sible values. Probability is attached to each value. We 
use probabilistic concept as our concept representation 
form, because: 

o Probabilistic concept is not “all or none” concept, 
and this feature is necessary to calculate the measure 
of salience as ranging from 0 to 1. 

o Once probabilities are attached to attribute’s values, 
they can be treated formally based on probability 
theory. 

We give a definition of concept, which is slight different 
from Smith & Medin’s original definition. 

D efiuition 1 Concept 
A Concept denoted by *(C) is a set of properties Si. 

*(C)= {Sl,S2,...,SrJ 

A property Si is a pair of an attribute ai and its possible 
value set Vi. 

Si = CLi Z V;: 

The possible value set Vi is a set whose element is a 
pair of ai’s possible value vi,j and its probability wi,j 
among the Vi. 

K = (Vi,l#Wi,l, - - * Y Vi,j#W,j3 - - - 9 Vi,m #wi,ml 

That is, 
m 

IE 
Wi,j = 1 

j=l 

Most Likelihood Vulue(MLV) vi,naat is the value with 
the highest probability among a possible value set Vi, 
and Most Likelihood Property(MLP) Si,mac is the pair 
of attribute ui and its MLV v~,,~~~~ and is denoted by 
ai : Vi,max- 

Following is an example of *(Apple). 

Example 1 Definition of *(Apple) 

red#O.8 
color : green#0.15 

brown#0.05 
round#0.95 

*(Apple) = shape : cyIindricaI#0.05 > 

texture : 
i 

smooth#0.9 
rough#O.l > 

. . . 

“color : {red#O.S, green#0.15, brown#0.05)” is a 
property, and “{red#O.S, green#0.15, brown#0.05)” 
is its possible value set, where each real number is 
the probability of the value. “red” is the MLV and 
“cobor : red” is the MLP. 

The probability attached to the each value can be 
understood as the rate of the concept’s instances which 
was observed to have the value. For example, one who 
has the above representation observed 80% of the “ap- 
ples” as “red apples.” 

The Measure of Salience 
Each property has a measure of salience which is a 
real number ranging from 0 to 1. 0 and 1 represents 
the lowest and the h ighest salience respectively. The 
measure of salience represents the typicality of a prop- 
erty and is used in understanding metaphors to decide 
which properties of a source concept might be more 
preferably transferred to a target concept. Many re- 
searchers have used the measure of salience in the same 
way a.s mentioned above[lO, 9, 151, but they have not 
shown the precise method to calculate the measure of 
salience. 

In the field of cognitive psychology, Tversky have 
pointed out the qualitative nature of salience[l4]. 
Tversky says that salience is determined by two types 
of factors; intensitive and d iagnostic. The former refers 
to the sihnal-to-noise ratio and the later refers to the 
classificatory significance of properties. In the follow- 
ing sections, we show the method of calculating the 
measure of salience according to Tversky’s two factors. 
Intensitive factor is calculated based on the entropy 
in information theory, and we call this measure the 
Amount of Infomaution of Property(AIP). Another di- 
agnostic factor is calculated based on the distribution 
of a property’s AIP among similar concepts, and we 
call this measure the Difference of Property(DP). 

The Amouut of Iuformation of l?roperty(AIP) 
The first factor in calculating the measure of salience 
is the amount of information which a property has. 
This is calculated by the entropy of a possible value set 
14. Because the entropy is a measure of randomness, 
the lower the entropy is, the less random a possible 
value set Vi is, that means Vi has more redundant in- 
formation. Intuitively, more redundant Vi means that 
its MLV v+,,, occurs more frequent comparing with 
other values of I/;:. It follows that the property Si with 
more redunda.nt Vi is the more typical and salient prop- 
er ty. 
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For example, compare the following two properties, 
Sl = color : VI and S2 = color : Vz. 

V2=(red#O.G,green#O.4} 

In these two possible value sets, probability of each 
MLV “red” are the same 0.6. But if we take account 
of the distribution of all elements in each possible value 
set, MLV of VI occurs more redundantly than that of 
V2 because, the degree of concentration of VI is higher 
than that of Vz. In fact entropy (relative entropy) of 
VI (i.e. 0.7627 according to the definition below) is 
lower than that of Vz (i.e. 0.9705), and it shows that 
VI is more redundant and has more information than 
v,. 

Definition 2 The amount of information of prop- 
erty (AIP) 
Given a property Si = ai : vi, in which 

vi = {%,l#W,l, %,2#W,2, . * f 7 ‘ui,rn#Wi,rn) 

the AIP of Si is denoted by r(E) and calculated by 
the following expression: 

r(K) = 1- h(K) 

where h(Vi) is 

0 ifm=l 
h(V;:) = H(Vi) 

log2 m otherwise. 

H(V;:) is 

H(Q) = 2 w~,~ log, 1 
j=l Wi,j 

r(K), h(K) and H(K) are called “redundancy,” “rela- 
tive entropy,” and “entropy” respectively in the infor- 
mation theory[8]. 

The AIP ranges from 0 to 1 depending on the di- 
versity of a possible value set. If the diversity of 
a possible val ue set concentrates on only one value 
- for example 2 : {a#l, b#O, c#O, d#O), the prop- 
erty has the highest AIP 1, because all instances 
has the value a: To the contrary, if the diversity 
of a possible value set is averaged - for example 
x : { a#O.25, b#O.25, c#O.25, d#O.25}, the property 
has the lowest AIP 0, because one can not successfully 
predict which value a instance has. 

Example 2 Calculation of AIP 
Consider the following three possible value sets which 

are the value of attribute “color” of some fruits. 

V Color-of Strawberry- -{red#0.9,purple#O.l} 

V~o~or-,,f,~rape={violet#0.7,green#0.2,red#0.1) 

Each AIP becomes, 

~(VCoZormof -Apple 1 

=l- 
0.8xlog2 $8+0.15x1og2 7&-+o.05xlog2 hzo 4431 

'O&23 
. L 

r(VColor&f Strawberry) 

=l- 0.9x log2 &+0.1x log2 $r 

log22 
. =0.5310 

f(VCoIor2f -Grape > 

=l- 

The Difference of Property(DP) The second fac- 
tor in calculating the measure of salience is the differ- 
ence of a property among similar concepts. It is the dis- 
tribution of a property’s AIP among similar concepts. 
Intuitively, the more distinguished property from other 
similar concepts has the higher value of DP and this 
property becomes higher salient. 

Definition 3 The Difference of Property(DP) 
Given a concept *(C)‘s property Si = CL~ : K and a 

set of similar concepts Sim(*(C)) including *(C), the 
DP of the Si is denoted by d(Si) and calculated by the 
following expression: . ’ 

d(Si) = $4) 

c 
*(cj)Esirra(*(c>) 

c SkE*(Cj) rl(Sk, Si) 

where r’(Sk , Sa) is calculated by the following expres- 
sion: 

if Sk,naaa: = Si,maz 
otherwise. 

In this paper, we define the similar concepts as the 
concepts that has the same parent node in the IS-A 
hierarchy. 

For example, the DP of “color of apple” becomes 
The AIP of “color of apple” 

c The AIP of “color of fruit” whose MLP is “color:red” ’ 

because similar concepts of “apple” are “fruits,” and 
the MLP of “color of apple” is “color:red,” 

Example 3 Calculation of DP 
In this example we calculate the DPs of *(Apple)‘s 

properties, SAlor-of-apple and Sshape-of-applk- B&h 
property’s MLPs are “color : red” and “shape : 
round” respectively. Figure 1 shows the similar con- 
cepts of *(Apple) - these are the child concepts of 
*(Fruit) - and the AIPs of “color of fruit” whose MLP 
is “color:red” and the AIPs of “shape of fruit” whose 
MLP is “shape:round.” Blank spaces represent that 
the concepts do not have the property whose MLP is 
“color : red” or “shape : round?‘. For example the 
MLP of Seolor,of~enaon is “color : yellow” and so the 
place corresponding to this property is blank space. 
This is because such a property pla.ys no role in calcu- 
lation of the DP of Seolor,of~pple. 

The DPs Ofseolor,of-apple and Sshape-of-apple are Cal- 
culated as follows. 

d(Sshape-of -apple)= a.7 
0.7136 

136+0.65&6+l+0.7577+0.7577+0.1161=0~16g7 

Note that because there are less “red fruits” than 
“round fruits,” the DP of “color of apple” has higher 
score than that of “shape of apple.” 
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*(Fruit) 

shape:round color: red 

@wle) 0.7136 0.4421 
(Strawberry) 0.5310 
(Watermelon) 0.8586 
(Lemon) 
(Melon) 1 
(Orange) 0.7577 
(Banana) 

(Grape) 
(Pear) 0.7577 
(Peach) 0.1181 

Figure 1: *(Apple)‘s similar concepts 

The DP ranges from nearly equal to 0 to 1. If a 
MLP of a property is the unique MLP among simi- 
lar concepts, this property is the most distinguished 
property and the DP of this property becomes 1. For 
example the MLP of penguin “can-fly : no” is in this 
case, because all other birds have the different MLP 
“can-fly : yes.” To the contrary, if every similar con- 
cepts has the same MLP, the DP of the property which 
has the MLP become nearly equal to 0. For example, 
because all fruits have the MLP “have-seed : yes,” the 
DP of this property of apple becomes nearly equal to 
0. 

The measure of salience of properties The mea- 
sure of salience of a property is calculated by the fol- 
lowing definition. 

Definition 4 The measure of salience of a property 
The measure of salience of a property Sa is calculated 
by the following expression: 

sudience(Sa) = r(Vi) x d(Si) 

Because d( Si) is the rate of r(K) occupying among 
similar concepts, sulience( Si) represent the apparent 
AIP in similar concepts. For example, if d(Si) is 1, Sd 
is the most distinguished property and the apparent 
AIP is the same as the net AIP (i.e. r(q)) itself. If 
d(Si) is much lower, there are many similar concept 
that have the same MLP of Si and the apparent AIP 
becomes lower than the net AIP. 

Example 4 Calculation of the measure of salience 
Using the results obtained by example 2 and 3, we 

can calculate the measure of salience of properties 
S color-of-apple and Stezture,of-apple- 

S~~ienCe(Sco~or,~,pp~e) = 0.4421 X 0.4543 = 0.2008 

Sulience(Sshape~f-apple) = 0.7136 X 0.1697 = 0.1211 

While the net AIP of Sshapedj,apple (i.e. 0.7136) is 
higher than that of Scolor,of~apple (i.e. 0.4421), the 
apparent AIP - that is the measure of salience - 
of Sshape~~,apple becomes lower. This is because the 
effect of the lower DP of S~~ape,of,apple. 

The process of understanding metaphors is very simi- 
lar to analogical reasoning[4]. There are four steps in 
understanding metaphors. In these four steps, the last 
three steps correspond to the property transfer process. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4 

Extraction step: Extracts a Source concept and a 
Target concept from surface sentence. 

Selection step: Selects the properties of the source 
concept that are transferable to the target concept. 
(Calculating salience of source concept’s properties) 

Mapping step: Finds the properties of the target 
concept that correspond to the selected properties 
in the selection step. 

Variance step: Highlight and downplays the prop- 
erties of the target concept that are found in the 
mapping step. 

Using the Measure of Salience in 
Understanding Metaphors 

In this section we describe the overview of our 
metaphor understanding system AMUSE and explain 
how the measure of salience is used in AMUSE. 

The Overview of AMUSE 

As to analogical reasoning, step l), step 2), step 3) 4) 
are corresponding to Retrieval step, Elaboration step, 
Mapping and justification step respectively[5]. 

We have focused on the step 2) and shown the 
method of calculating the measure of salience. We 
think that the higher salient the property is, the more 
preferably the property can be transferred. 

Now, we show the other steps briefly in understand- 
ing the following metaphor. 

(1) Mary’s cheeks are like apples. 

Form this sentence, AMUSE first extract a view- 
point expression. This process corresponds to step 
1). The viewpoint expression is denoted by *(Target) 
\ *(Source) and means the *(Target) viewed from 
ii(Scy;e). In this case *(Cheek) \ *(Apple) is ex- 

. 
In the selection step, AMUSE calculates the mea- 

sure of salience of the properties of *(Apple). For the 
limitation of space we consider only the following five 
properties. 

S~lienc~(Sco~or~o~~app~e) = 0.2008 

SUdie?ZCe(Sshape,of,apple) = 0.1211 

SUlie?ZCe(S~aste~of~appre> = 0.1153 

Sulience(Ste~ture,of,pple) = O-1062 

sulience(Sh asseed-of-apple) = O-06244 

These five properties are rated according to the mea- 
sure of salience, and AMUSE send the properties to the 
mapping step in this order. AMUSE has the parameter 
of threshold which cut off the lower salient properties. 
In this example if we set the value of threshold to 0.1, 
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then only the first four properties are sent to the map- 
ping step. 

The mapping step finds the property of *(Cheek) 
which corresponds to the property of *(Apple) selected 
in the previous step. If both property have the same 
attribute name and the same value which is equal to 
the MLV of a property of *(Source), AMUSE finds 
there is a correspondence between both properties. For 
example, Scolor,of,apple and Scolor,of,cheek are 

S color-of Apple = {red#O& green#0.15, brown#0.05} 

S color-of -cheek = {yellow#O.S,pale#O.l, red#O.l} 

Since these two possible value sets have the same 
value “red” which is the MLV in S’color,ofapple, 
there is a correspondence between Scolor,of~heek: 
and Scolor-of Apple - Among selected four proper- 
ties Scolor,ofapple, Sshapedf -apple, Stemture,of-apple and 
S taste-of -apple, the Staste,ofapple is dropped at the 
mapping step because there is no corresponding prop- 
erty in *(Cheek). In this case *(Cheek) does not have 
the attribute “taste.” 

In the variance step, AMUSE changes the diversity 
of the properties of *(Cheek) found in the mapping 
step. For example, in the most simplest version of 
AMUSE, Scolor,of -cheek shown above is changed to 

S color-of -cheek = { yellow#O, pade#O, red#l} 

The value of ScolOr,of Lheek - “red” which correspond- 
ing to the MLV of Seolor,of~pple is highlighted and the 
other values - “yeblow” and “pale” are downplayed. 

Finally, we get the following representation of 
*(Cheek) \ *(Apple) as the result of understanding 
the metaphor (1). 

*(Cheek) \ *(Apple) = 

color : 

In the representation, underlined value is highlighted 
and others are downplayed according to the high 
salient properties of *(Apple). 

The role of salience in understanding 
metaphors 
There are two advantages to use the measure of 
salience in understanding metaphors. One is as the 
measure of preference used in the selection step, which 
has been described in this paper. The other is as the 
measure to discern three types of sentences - literal _- 
sentences, metaphors and anomalies. 

AMUSE is a system which can understand not only 
metaphors but also literal sentences and anomalies 
based on the same framework. Many systems have 
a special device for understanding metaphors, and it 

is necessary to determine whether an input sentence is 
a metaphor or not before processing[l, 21. But there 
does not exist the clear boundary between metaphors 
and literal sentences, anomalies. AhlUSE does not dis- 
cern the three types of sentences before processing and 
all of these are processed in terms of the same transfer 
process. For example in the case of a literal sentence 

(2) I saw the girl with a telescope., 

two viewpoint expressions *(Telescope) \ *(Tool) and 
*(Telescope) \ *(Thing) are extracted. In the case of 
a anomaly 

(3) Mary’s cheeks are like bananas., 

the viewpoint expression *(Cheek) \ *(Banana) is ex- 
tracted. In the case of the metaphor (l), the viewpoint 
expression *(Cheek) \ “(Apple) is extracted. In pro 
cessing these viewpoint expressions, high salient prop- 
erties of the source concept can be transferred to the 
target concept as described in the previous section. 
Considering the percentage of the actually transferred 
properties among the selected properties in the se- 
lection step, almost all properties are transferred in 
processing *(Telescope) \ *(Tool) and *(Telescope) \ 
*(Thing). To the contrary, almost all properties are 
not transferred in processing *(Cheek) \ *(Banana). 
We define the Comprehensibility of Viewpoint expres- 
sion(CV) as representing this percentage. Following is 
the definition of the CV. 

Definition 5 The Comprehensibility of Viewpoint 
expression 
The CV of the *(A) \ *(B) is calculated by the fol- 

lowing expression. 

c 
The AIP of the property of *(B) 

which is actually transferred to *(A) 

c The AIP of the selected property of *(B) in the selection step 

The CV is the flowing rate of information of the 
properties in the transfer process. Some properties se- 
lected at the selection step are cut off at the map- 
ping step. In literal sentences, the CV of its viewpoint 
expression is almost 1. In anomalies, the CV of its 
viewpoint expression is almost 0, because almost all 
selected properties in the source concept have not cor- 
responding properties in the target concept. So the 
higher the value of CV a viewpoint expression has, the 
more literal the viewpoint expression is. 

There needs another measure that distinguish 
metaphors from other types of sentences. The CV mea- 
sures only the degree of literal or anomalous of view- 
point expressions. From the Ortony’s view[lO, 91: in 
the case of metaphors, transferred properties are high 
salient in the source concept and low salient in the tar- 
get concept. In literal sentences, both are high salient. 
In anomalies, both are low salient. There is an experi- 
mental evidence about the Ortony’s view[6]. While the 
CV only considers the properties in the source concept, 
Ortony’s measure considers the properties in both the 
source concept and the target concept. To formulate 
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the Ortony’s measure in AMUSE, we have to make 
both the mapping step and the variance step more pre- 
cise. This is out of the scope of this paper. 

Conclusion 
In this paper, we have proposed a method of calculat- 
ing the measure of salience. 

The measure of salience represents typicality of a 
property and can be used in various inferences as a 
measure of preference. This is an aspect of the utility 
of salience, and the understanding metaphors is one of 
them. Our metaphor understanding system AMUSE 
uses the measure of salience to guide which properties 
can preferably be transferred from a source concept to 
a target concept. 

It is also significant to show the foundation which 
salience is based on and the method of calculating 
salience based on the foundation. This is the aspect 
of how the salience is calculated. To compare with 
the aspect of the utility, this aspect has not been so 
enlighten. But both *aspects are necessary to accom- 
plish the theory of salience. The measure of salience 
proposed in this paper is based on the probability at- 
tached to attribute’s values, and we have shown the 
precise method how the measure of salience is calcu- 
lated from the probability. Our measure of salience is 
based on the entropy in information theory and more 
formal than other system’s score of salience. 

But there remains some questions. We have not 
shown the effect of the context to the measure of 
salience. There are two relations between contextual 
information and two factors of the measure of salience. 
The first one is the diversity change of a possible value 
set, which causes the change of the first factor - the 
amount of information of properties. The second one is 
the variety of selecting similar concepts, which causes 
the change of the second factor - the difference of 
properties. Precise analysis of these relations is left as 
our future work. 

Finally, there is a question how the probabilistic 
concept is constructed. We think Fisher’s incremen- 
tal concept clustering system COBWEB[S] gives us 
one answer, because COBWEB also uses probabilis- 
tic concept as its representation form and constructs 
probabilistic concepts and their hierarchy incremen- 
tally. Fisher proposed the measure of Category util- 
ity to control the construction of concept hierarchy. 
Category utility is the measure calculated by two fac- 
tors - intra-class similarity and inter-class similarity. 
Roughly speaking, COB WEB incrementally construct 
concept hierarchy so as to increase intra-class simi- 
larity and decrease inter-class similarity. This strat- 
egy reflects basic-level eflect and typicality eflect[ll] 
observed in human’s categorization. Our measure of 
salience and Fisher’s measure of Category utility are 
similar, that is intra-class similarity and inter-class dis- 
similarity corresponding to the amount of information 
and the difference of properties respectively. There- 

fore we think COBWEB can be incorporated into our 
metaphor understanding system AMUSE as construct- 
ing probabilistic concepts. 

PI 
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PI 

PI 

PI 
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PI 
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